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Congleton Half Marathon 2019 

Course Signage - Processes 
 

The total sign inventory for the half marathon runs to over 150 signs.  I would recommend that a single person holds 

the overall accountability for ensuring their management and care. 

Six teams are responsible for signing the half marathon course itself and the immediate approaches to the 

Start/Finish and school. One further pack of signs is deployed around the Race Registration and car parking areas at 

school. That is seven bundles of signs that all need to be prepared along with accompanying documentation in good 

time for the race in October. Wooden stakes are required for the main course and Start/Finish bundles. 

The half-marathon course marking is split into three main sections (Teams One, Two & Three) and is normally carried 

out on the morning of the race for obvious reasons. On occasion, we have signed some of the more remote sections 

the previous afternoon but this should be actively discouraged and, if carried out, subject to benign weather and a 

quick check taking place on the morning of the race. 

Make sure that people carrying out the signing are familiar with the instructions and course documentation. Note: 

the maps are not drawn to scale. Teams One, Two & Three probably warrant two members each.  Allow 90-120 

minutes for these teams to carry out the signing so start no later than 07:00 to allow a bit of leeway. 

Please note, the accurate placement of all signs is important and the locations are all documented. This is a safety 

issue. 

The seven signing bundles are as follows:- 

 

1. Advance signing.  Two small packages.  Signs in the vicinity of the Start/Finish (A54, Longdown Road and 

Blackfirs Lane) go up around seven days before the event.  Additional signs (To Registration) go up 24 hours 

beforehand on all the approaches to Box Lane.  Don’t forget to pick these signs up afterwards. You definitely 

need plastic ties to attach these signs to road furniture. 

2. Start/Finish team.  Responsible for signing traffic approaches at the Start/Finish plus the final short section 

along Blackfirs Lane from its junction with Chelford Road. 

3. Team One.  Sign from Mile 2 at junction of Giantswood Lane / Mill Lane (Newsbank) to Messuage Lane near 

junction with Trap Street.   

4. Team Two.   Sign from junction Messuage Lane/Trap Street through to the Swettenham Club. 

5. Team Three.  Sign from the Swettenham Club to the end of Blackfirs Lane where it meets Chelford Road. 

6. School/Registration.  (Responsible person for the school).  Responsible for signing around the school, car park 

and approaches. There is an additional sign (“Caution Runners”) for attachment to the lead car. Please ensure 

that all signs, including car-parking, are reconciled at the end. 

The course documentation tells you how many wooden stakes are required for each bundle. 

It is important that all signs are collected after the event and returned to secure storage.  Marshals should not 

remove signs unless agreed beforehand. 
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Signage Teams: 

As stated, Teams One, Two and Three probably warrant two members each since this is where the bulk of the work 

is carried out. Make sure that at least one member of each team has done this job previously.  At a pinch, the work 

can be carried out by a single person so long as they have done the job previously and are therefore familiar with the 

process.   Don’t assign people to course marking duties who are totally unfamiliar with what is expected or the style 

of the documentation. It follows that the personnel are thoroughly familiar with the race route itself! 

The work at the Start/Finish and the school is much less intensive and is the responsibility of the relevant person in 

charge of those locations to carry out. The advance signing is similarly minor by comparison. 

When assigning people to course signing, be mindful of any marshalling duties they may have afterwards. For 

example, if someone is out marking the course and finishes their section at 09:00, then assign them a marshal point 

nearby and not at the far end of the course (bear in mind, roads may be closed). 

 

Personnel carrying out the signing need to bring: 

• String/twine 

• A heavy mallet for banging in stakes 

• A sharp knife and/or something more appropriate to cut through the plastic ties (snips). 

 

Signing the course should start around 07:00 so be aware that it’s still dark at that time so take care and maybe wear 

a high-viz jacket.  The signage instructions are fairly detailed and must be followed. If you are new to the task, please 

familiarise yourself beforehand with the style of the documentation and note that the schematic maps are not 

drawn to scale.  They are, however, very detailed and accurate. If you do spot any errors or anomalies, then please 

make sure it is fed back to the Race Director. 

String or twine may be sufficient for much of the signing but plastic tie pulls (supplied) are much more robust and 

should be used if the weather is windy. 

Please note that the cone that marks the turnround point on Long Lane (Team Two between miles eight and nine) is 

the responsibility of the nearby marshal and not the signage team. 

Decide beforehand who is going to pick up the signs afterwards. Make sure that the repatriation of the signs is co-

ordinated. Provide a complete set of course signage positions to whoever is charged with picking up the signs so 

none are left on the course! 
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Timeline (starting post-race): 

Collect all of the signs after the race taking care to ensure that whoever carries out the collection does not leave any 

signs on the course (take a copy of the full documentation (maps etc)). Be aware that signs warning motorists may 

be positioned some way away from the actual running route itself. 

Inspect the signs and order replacements for any damaged/unusable ones.   Clean the signs and bind the stakes into 

bundles of six. Remove any plastic ties.  Many stakes get damaged during retrieval so replace any damaged stakes at 

this stage. 

Organise the signs into their different categories. 

Update the course maps & documentation in the light of any agreed changes following the wash-up meeting. 

If any signs are re-used on other races during the year, ensure that they are returned. 

There are some spare signs in our store but I would advise keeping them separate and only use them when 

necessary, replacing them as needed. 

 

Pre-Race: 

As we approach the race, update the course documentation again if any changes have been proposed.  

Consider sweeping the course to identify any roadworks or obstructions.   Mark the mile points and Long Lane 

turnaround clearly with paint (the 13 mile marker on Blackfirs lane has drawn criticism from residents so don’t go 

wild with the paint can!) 

Print out individual instructions for each of the seven signing teams. 

Print out two copies of the full documentation set – one for the Race Director and one for the person responsible for 

signing (consider binding these).   

Assemble each pack of signs in accordance with the requirements laid out in the course documentation. Place each 

pack in a bag(s) and include the specific instructions for that section only. Make sure that these pack-specific 

instructions are clearly marked up and attached to each pack securely. Enclose the instructions in a protective 

sleeve.  Obtain plastic tie-pulls for inclusion with the signage packs and include sufficient within each package.  Bind 

the stakes into bundles (of six or so).  Keep this stuff secure until race day! 

Allocate people to signing duties and ensure that the arrangements for picking up the signs from the scout hut is 

agreed and understood. Make sure the people allocated understand what is expected of them.  Advance signing 

needs picking up at least a week before the event; the bulk of the signs can be picked up the day before. 
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You should now have seven sets of bagged signs:- 

1. Advance Warning  (these go out seven days beforehand) 

2. Directions to the School (these go out one day beforehand) 

3. Start/Finish Team 

4. Team One ( Newsbank to Messuage Lane/Trap Street junction) 

5. Team Two (Trap Street to Swettenham Club) 

6. Team Three (Swettenham Club to Blackfirs Lane/Chelford Road junction) 

7. Registration (including car parking and school surrounds) 

Each pack can then be collected by whoever is actually carrying out the signing.  Stakes should be issued at the same 

time (the documentation states how many stakes are needed for each section). In addition to the signs and stakes, 

they may need plastic tie-pulls (Advance signs definitely need plastic ties) but people marking out the course should 

also be instructed to bring their own:- 

1. Knife 

2. String or twine 

3. A mallet for banging in the stakes (not a hammer) 

4. Something suitable for cutting plastic ties 

5. Torch? 

It is strongly advised that someone marks the mile points on the road beforehand. This will enable the signage teams 

to position the mile markers correctly (don’t forget, they may be out signing the course extremely early in the 

morning and in poor light). Also, mark the turnround point on Long Lane. It is also advisable to drive the route 

beforehand to ensure no obstructions, especially the day before.  Roadworks should be posted on  

https://roadworks.org/   

 – check regularly in the run up to race day (but don’t totally rely on the information posted!) 

 

Documentation Store: 

The documentation source is held on a publishing package called Serif.  This comprehensive store holds all the 

information in a series of layers including: 

1. Marshall Positions 

2. Ten Maps and associated signage for the course itself 

3. Two additional maps for the advance signing  

4. Inventory (by section). A complete list of all signs, each coded to correspond with the instructions. 

5. Photographs of key course sections (eg: mile markers) 

6. An overall course map 

7. Nomenclature (symbols and abbreviations) 

It is highly advisable to keep this information fully up to date. 

The instructions/maps show exactly where each sign should be positioned. For runners’ safety the instructions must 

be followed. If changes are made, then incorporate them into the documentation for future years. 

This documentation store is held on Rich Benson’s computer with a backup copy held in a folder on our Dropbox. 

  

https://roadworks.org/
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2019 Checklist 

 

Action Who When 
Clean signs and remove plastic ties. Replace any 
missing or damaged signs 

Nigel Immediately post event √ 

Bind the stakes into bundles of six. Replace any 
missing or damaged stakes ensuring that we have 
sufficient 

Nigel Immediately post event √ 

Check that the course documentation is still valid 
(measured, certified etc). Re-measure the course if 
necessary. 

Rich/Paul 
At least six weeks prior to 

event√ 

Update the course documentation with any agreed 
changes, especially if course has been re-measured. 

Rich Six weeks pre-event √ 

Print sufficient copies of course documentation Rich Four weeks before event 

Arrange packs of signs as per instructions. Bag the 
bundles and include the documentation. Allocate 
stakes to each bundle.  Keep the bundles secure 

Rich/Nigel Three weeks before event  

Obtain plastic tie pulls for each bundle Nigel Three weeks before event  

Allocate people to each signing team. Ensure that 
they understand their responsibilities. Arrange pick 
up 

Rich Six weeks before event 

Sweep the course and identify any obstructions. 

Mark the mile points on the road* 
Rich 

Mile markers all marked√ 
Constant course monitoring in 

place 
Monitor any posted road obstructions (repairs, utility 
companies etc.) 

Rich Ongoing √ 

Issue bundles to the signing teams Rich Day before the event 

Sweep the course for a final time Rich Day before the event 

Pick up all of the signs   
Immediately after the 

event 

Return all signs to the scout hut  
Immediately after the 

event 

Clean the signs and remove any plastic ties. Replace 
any missing or damaged signs 

 Post event 

Organise the signs into categories and store securely  Post event 

Make a note of any learning points for next year ALL  

Replace any damaged stakes  Post event 

*Don’t upset the nearby residents! 
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2019 Signage Teams 

 

Signage 
Team 

Scope Names When 

Advance Signing 1 Approaches Rich One week beforehand 

Advance Signing 2 Approaches Rich 24 hours beforehand 

Team 1 Mile 2 to mile 6 Nigel Poole / Peter Jones Morning of the event 

Team 2 Mile 6 to mile 9½ Brian Evans / John Carbutt Morning of the event 

Team 3 Mile 9½ to mile 12¾ Rich Morning of the event 

Start Team Approaches surrounding 
the Start/Finish 

Chris Moss? Morning of the event 

Registration School / Car park ? Morning of the event 

Pick Up Pick up all signs Rob Soames, Martin Sands, 
Rich Benson 

Immediately runners pass 

 

• Reserve:  Nick Wilkins 


